In tears and with pain, we immortalise,
in the Memorial Book of the
Częstochowa Community,
our dear parents and sister, who are seen
in the family picture:

Reb Leizer Brukars, Szewa Brukarz.

Dr Symcha and Pessa-Frajda, the child Chaim Rajchenbach,

and Miss Sara Brukarz hy"d,

as well as all our relatives who perished in Poland at the hands of the Nazi murderers.

We shall remember them with reverence evermore,

Melbourne, Australia
A. [or E] and Chaja Gans-Gancwajch

For eternal remembrance!

Our parents

To our deceased father,
Reb Wolf [Ide] Galster z"l,
and our mother
Laja (née Szustak);
our brother Ruben-Mechel, his wife Natka (née Prajs),
and their Little Son;
our brother Eliezer (Leizer), and his wife Chawa;
our brother Szaja, and his wife Chana.

All these were murdered by the Nazi assassins, may their name and memory be obliterated!

The sons, who have remained deep in tears, and their families:
Benjamin Galster, Gav-Yam, and Aleksander-Zyskind Galster, Haifa